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■In Japan, there are large numbers of Mid & Small-
cap stocks. In addition to 1,340 companies listed on 
the TSE 1st section, there are 541 companies on the 
2nd section of TSE, 192 on Mothers and 853 on 
Jasdaq board.  Therefore, effective stock selection is 
important in order to enjoy a  rewarding return. 

■When investing in the Mid & Small-cap stocks, it is 
essential to conduct in-depth company research  

■Looking at the trend of stock index performance 
classified by size, we can find Small-cap and Mid-
cap stocks tend to outperform Large-cap stocks in 
the phase  of corporate earnings increase.                          
On the other hand, during the phase of earnings 
decrease, all indices fell almost to the same extents. 

What are the features of  Mid & Small-cap stocks investment? 

With unique business models and/or competitive products,  Japanese Mid & Small-cap 
stocks companies tend to deliver higher earnings growth compared  to Large-cap stocks 
and perform better particularly in earnings increase phases. 
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Japanese Mid & Small-cap Stocks  (Series 1 / 3) 

■The net profit growth between 2014 and 2016 
classified by the size is forecasted to be +26% for 
Small-caps, +21% for Middle-caps and +22% for 
Large-caps, respectively. As the corporate earnings 
are expected to keep an increasing trend, it would 
support the relative advantage of the Mid & Small-
cap stocks.  

   because many companies in this category are 
highly exposed to the risk of external 
environmental change as their business scale is 
relatively small, often specialised in narrow 
business areas. As they have characteristics of 
relatively high risk with high return profile 
compared to the large-cap stock, diversification of 
investment is also important. 

Stock selection and diversification are the keys to invest in Mid & Small-cap stocks Outlook 

(Note)    The Net Profit covers 2001 to 2016 on calendar year basis. (Bloomberg forecast figures are used for 2014 to 2016. )  The Stock index 
performances by size of 2001 to 2014  are average of daily return of each calendar year. (till Oct. 16 for 2014) Classification into Small-cap, 
Mid-cap and Large-cap segments is based on the TOPIX’s definition. All stock performances are indexed so that the first year of each phase 
is set as initial point (100 points). Net profits are estimate figures,  not actual as  the figures  are calculated by multiplying earnings per 
share of each size index by relative divisors. 

 (Source)  SMAM, based on Bloomberg L.P. data. 
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Small-caps performed 

better than Large-caps 
No much difference of 

stock price fall by Size

N. Profit of Large-cap stocks(Right)

N. Profit of Mid-cap stocks(Right)

N. Profit of Small-cap stocks(Right)

Earnings Growth Rate
　Small-cap -45％
　Mid-cap -55％
　Large-cap -74％

Earnings Growth Rate
　Small-cap＋110％
　Mid-cap＋136％
　Large-cap＋357％

Earnings Growth Rate
　Small-cap＋212％
　Mid-cap＋659％
　Large-cap＋148％

Earnings Growth Rate
　Small-cap＋26％
　Mid-cap＋21％
　Large-cap＋22％
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 Disclaimer 
  
Please read this disclaimer carefully. 
 This material is for non-Japanese institutional investors only. 
 The research and analysis included in this report, and those opinions or judgments as outcomes thereof, are intended to introduce or 

demonstrate capabilities and expertise of Sumitomo Mitsui Asset Management Company, Ltd. (hereinafter “SMAM”), or to provide 
information on investment strategies and opportunities. Therefore this material is not intended to offer or solicit investments, provide 
investment advice or service, or to be considered as disclosure documents under the Financial Instruments and Exchange Law of Japan. 

 The expected returns or risks in this report are calculated based upon historical data and/or estimated upon the economic outlook at 
present, and should be construed no warrant of future returns and risks. 

 Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. 
 The simulated data or returns in this report besides the fund historical returns do not include/reflect any investment management fees, 

transaction costs, or re-balancing costs, etc. 
 The investment products or strategies do not guarantee future results nor guarantee the principal of investments. The investments may 

suffer losses and the results of investments, including such losses, belong to the client. 
 The recipient of this report must make its own independent decisions regarding investments. 
 The opinions, outlooks and estimates in this report do not guarantee future trends or results. They constitute SMAM’s judgment as of 

the date of this material and are subject to change without notice. 
 The awards included in this report are based on past achievements and do not guarantee future results. 
 The intellectual property and all rights of the benchmarks/indexes belong to the publisher and the authorized entities/individuals. 
 This material has been prepared by obtaining data from sources which are believed to be reliable but SMAM can not and does not 

guarantee its completeness or accuracy. 
 All rights, titles and interests in this material and any content contained herein are the exclusive properties of SMAM, except as 

otherwise stated. It is strictly prohibited from using this material for investments, reproducing/copying this material without SMAM’s 
authorization, or from disclosing this material to a third party. 
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Member of Japan Investment Advisers Association and the Investment Trusts Association, Japan                              
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